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Why is history important at Abbots Green?
At Abbots Green, we truly believe in ensuring our children grow as individuals. This is at the
heart of our school rainbow values which filter through our history lessons. Children learn to
become resilient, ambitious, and optimistic learners as they develop their knowledge and skills
to become historians. We consider that having a broad, balanced curriculum inspires and ignites
children’s curiosity but also contextualises learning, enabling children to develop a passion for
learning. By providing first hand experiences, children revisit prior knowledge and build upon
this and their understanding across a wide range of subjects.
We believe in an active teaching approach which inspires and motivates not only children but
also teachers. History is an ideal forum to enrich and support other areas of the curriculum,
particularly, English, maths and art. Whilst we understand that explicit links and connections are
key, we also recognise the need for depth and revisiting within our modules at Abbots Green.
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History
We consider history and geography are closely linked and therefore should be closely planned
together. History enables children to understand the similarities and differences between
societies and culture but also the impact of changes on people and places. We use the National
Curriculum 2014 and the Early Years Foundation Stage Early Learning Goals to plan our
curriculum. Across all year groups, history drives this modular, cross-curricular approach,
allowing children to apply their learning in different contexts.

Our curriculum is delivered in blocks, rotating through each subject area in History, Geography,
Computing, Art and Design and Design and Technology to enable the subject to be given the
time it deserves ensuring the depth of learning is provided. Furthermore, children are given the
time to build upon prior knowledge, vocabulary, understanding and skills. Our long-term
curriculum has been carefully mapped out to ensure the coverage is met but also that each year
group has a balance of history and geography over the year. As we rotate each subject area, we
teach revisit lessons to ensure children retain knowledge and understanding.
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National Curriculum Aims for history:
•
To help children understand the present in the context of the past, highly promoting their
sense of chronology.
•
To encourage pupils to empathise with people of the past and to respect and celebrate
differences.
•
To develop children’s historical enquiry skills through using, discussing and evaluating
evidence, asking and answering questions.
•
To support them in working together to discuss change and continuity, prepare arguments,
organise events and present their findings in a variety of ways.
•
To enrich other areas of the curriculum.
•
To develop children’s subject specific vocabulary
We believe that children learn best when they are enthused and inspired by a real purpose. Therefore,
medium term plans are often based around a key question and each lesson will lend itself to the overarching
question. An example of an overarching question could be: ‘What happened during the Battle of Britain?’
Throughout the module, there are incredible opportunities for involvement of parents, governors and the
wider community in the children’s learning, such as visiting the local airfield at Rougham.
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What research underpins our practice?
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Three significant evidence-informed components underpin our ambition at Abbots Green: Sweller’s
cognitive load theory, Rosenshine’s principles of instruction and Ebbinghaus’ forgetting curve theory.
These are recognised in the long-term teaching sequence, our teaching practice, and the tasks we set
for children to think hard and thrive within.
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Early Years
In Early Years, children are encouraged to
become historians. Children’s
understanding of the world is developed
by being encouraged to explore,
investigate and manipulate objects. With
following the Early Years Framework and
our curriculum having been designed
carefully, children are able to make sense
of the world and community around
them.
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Transition from Early Years to Year 1
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Transition from Early Years to Year 1
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Below is a grid which highlights how our curriculum delivers the National Curriculum by
introducing the module and revisiting it too. Revisiting a module is part of spaced retrieval
practice which enables pupils to deepen their understanding and embed their learning.
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At Abbots Green, we ensure children’s enquiry skills develop as well as their understanding by using a
progression of skills grid for history. The progression of skills grid details how children can develop each
enquiry strand for the Early Years Foundation Stage and each year group from years 1-6. The grid enables
children to build upon a prior skill and improve it, whilst developing a new skill. Ultimately by Year 6,
children will be able to answer a question using a particular enquiry strand, i.e.: to investigate and interpret
the past.
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Our knowledge rich and vocabulary rich curriculum, and skills provision in the Early Years Foundation Stage
strategically supports learning in Year 1 through careful mapping of content in both phases of the school. This is also
the case throughout the school, where the modules have been mapped carefully to ensure children are continuously
building upon prior knowledge and vocabulary. We use retrieval practice which enables pupils to revisit their learning
regularly to ensure it is retained and embedded.
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At Abbots Green, the children understand their learning sequence within a module through utilising the
big ideas document for each module. These have been created as a child-friendly medium term plan.
Children are able to recognise and articulate how
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Teachers use knowledge notes for individual lessons to introduce new
subject specific vocabulary that is useful within a particular lesson. A
knowledge note reduces the split-attention effect and keeps the
foundational knowledge in an accessible location. They are positioned on
the left-hand side of a page for KS2, however, can be positioned on the right
side of a page to support left-handed pupils. In KS1 they are positioned
across the top of the page. Knowledge notes are printed on green, making it
easier to identify and access. We use the noun project to support dual
coding. This ensures the resources are SEN friendly too.
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Across Years 1-6, lesson
inputs follow a
mirrored structure.
1.Recapping the big idea
to ensure children under
stand
the learning sequence.
2.Retrieval question
3.Knowledge note and
focus of historical skill.
4.Vocabulary focus
and vocabulary task.
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During the teaching of History, every classroom has a history display to showcase children’s work but
also acts as a working wall. It stands as a platform for children to refer to the subject specific
vocabulary (tier 2 and tier 3 vocabulary) and even a large scale timeline, which has the previous topic
learnt signposted too, as this develops their understanding of chronology further. To enhance the
children’s development of becoming historians, we provide them with exciting opportunities from our
Abbots 50.
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Reading
In our history curriculum, we believe children
should be exposed to high quality texts to
support learning and allow children to develop
skills in accessing information from a range of
sources. We use Curriculum Visions to ensure
our subject content has supporting materials
that can be accessed at school and
home. Furthermore, vocabulary plays a
significant role within our history curriculum.
Subject specific vocabulary (tier 3 words) is
incorporated into each module and explicitly
taught throughout the sequence of lessons.
Children are encouraged to become reflective
and independent learners by creating their own
‘Vital Vocabulary’ sheets allowing them to create
their own bank of vocabulary acquired. These
are dual coded allowing them to be SEN friendly
but also support our visual learners.
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Oracy
Oracy is promoted as children are encouraged to speak using full sentences and incorporate
their historic specific vocabulary when talking. This is modelled by adults using my turn, your
turn.
The Year 6’s had a class debate about whether rationing
should have been introduced during Covid-19. They were
expected to use and apply their knowledge and vocabulary
to justify their ideas. An example was modelled first.

The Year 2’s gave a news report to
retell the key events of the Great Fire
of London in chronological order.
Writing
Pupils are expected to write across all areas of the curriculum with teachers modelling how
to write purposefully in each subject.
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Continuous Professional Development
All staff have undergone CPD in Sweller’s cognitive load theory and split attention affect and
Rosenshine’s principles of instruction. Staff have also received CPD in planning and the use of resources
within a history lesson which has supported the development of a modular wider curriculum.
Furthermore, staff have been trained in the Theory of Reading which emphasises the importance of
teaching reading across all subjects and the importance of vocabulary – including etymology and
morphology of words. As part of this training, we looked at ways we can explicitly teach and link
vocabulary using word maps or word paths.
Teachers are encouraged to develop their subject knowledge using Curriculum Visions, training of which
the trust provide and recommended history materials.

5 phase approach to
teaching vocabulary.
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Quizzing
At Abbots Green, we use cumulative quizzing as an assessment tool
which allows children to demonstrate their excellent subject
knowledge and understanding as well as applying the vocabulary
acquired. It also ensures knowledge is retained and embedded.
Teachers use this quizzing to identify misconceptions, which are
then addressed in the next history lesson. At the beginning of each
lesson, the children answer a quiz question based on the learning
from the previous lesson; this is paired with a verbal quiz of
previously answered questions to embed knowledge and
understanding.
In KS2, when the children reach the end of a learning module, they
complete the quiz again, answering all the questions without using
their book to refer to. This acts as an end of unit quiz which is
collated and analysed to inform future planning of the revisit
lessons. This ensures misconceptions are discussed and allows
knowledge to be stored in the long-term memory.
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At Abbots Green, we use class assessment grids to highlight the children that need support and the
children that are working above expectations. The assessment grids detail the sequence of learning
and allow teachers to map out the historical skills across the unit.
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Pupil book study
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Pupil book study allow us to evaluate and improve teaching and learning through using pupil dialogue and
their books. It provides an opportunity for children to share their knowledge by talking through the
journey of their learning. Also, it acts as a CPD tool allowing staff to see where good practice is.
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Early Excellence Assessment Tracker (EExAT)
The assessment tool is based around a Birth-5years child development framework. The assessment picture
for each child is based on practitioner knowledge gained predominantly from observations and
interactions with the child. Practitioners consider what a child can do consistently and independently in a
range of everyday situations and take account of evidence from a range of perspectives. Effective
assessment takes place within responsible pedagogy which enables each child to demonstrate learning in
the fullest sense. It takes place when children have the opportunity to demonstrate their understanding,
development and learning behaviours in a range of contexts. Through their access to a rich learning
environment, children are provided with the opportunities and conditions in which to demonstrate all
aspects of their historical development in both the indoor and outdoor learning environments.

I can talk about past experiences in my
immediate life.

I am beginning to show an interest in different
occupations.

I can tell you about the past talking about the
event in the correct order.
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Year 1

Year 1 have been learning about change within
living memory. They have looked at photographs of
themselves to talk about what has changed about
them. They have also looked at and sorted toys
from different stages in their lives.
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Year 2

They even got to meet the
local fire brigade.

Year 2 have been looking at significant events.
They have used their map skills to help them plot
where the Great Fire of London spread. They have
shown their learning in a variety of ways, through
a news report and writing a letter to King Charles
II.
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Year 3

Year 3 have been learning about the changes between Stone
Age and Iron Age. A caveman visit thoroughly engaged and
hooked the children with this topic.
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Year 4

Year 4 used their D.T skills to
make Roman catapults.

Year 4 have been learning about the
Romans and used their knowledge of
the Iron Age to make connections
between the two civilisations. Map skills
were used to look at the expansion of
the Roman Empire.
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Year 5

Year 5 have been learning about the Ancient Greeks.
They hosted a Greek day to further engage and
immerse the children whereby children competed in
Olympic races and even did some cooking.
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Year 6

Year 6 artwork linked to their learning.

Year 6 have been learning about the Battle of Britain which
happened during WWII. They have used sources of evidence to
explain the evacuation process. As part of their learning
module, children have taken a trip to Duxford museum to
further immerse themselves as historians.

